
Notes w/ Mariria Chpt. 

Areas covered in Chpt. That was never published. 

Featuring Marira as the WC’s Star Witness. . . 

---For 90 days under the regime of govt. close custody. . .w/ citizens generous 

financial $SSS in the mail... etc. 

---First three months after 11/22 she and children under the control of the 

govt. It was clear to her that if she cooperated she would be rewarded.... 

This “arrangement” made clear to her w/ visit of Fred Harvey (re: check w/ 

Harvey and Hal's records). . . from Immigration & Natural (pp. 6-8). Importanceof 

Harvey’s time w/ her... | 

P. 8 Maria told 4eitman that Lee had never been to Mexico. (See Clay’s doc. that 

Lee’s finger prints not on his alleged Mexican passport. .. Was Marina lying? Or 

was this the truth that the WC/FBI did not want to hear... 

Areas where she was “helpful” to WC/FBI: Lee and his rifle practice; She 

puts Lee in the “rame for the Walker shooting (pp. 11-12) and she draws Lee into 

an attempt on Nixon. .. w/ grave reservations from WC staffers about Marina’s 

credibility on the Walker and Lee’s skills with a rifle. . .See. p/.12/-13 for Mosk’s 

skepticism. .. p. 13/14 more on Marina and spinning her tales re: Walker 

shooting. . FBI goes to lengths to tie LHO to the Walker shooting. PP. 16-17 

Marina and the Nixon story (in league w/ Martin?) 

- FBI and plan of surveillance on Marina once she moved into her own home. PP. 

20-22. 

pp. 27 to 29 deals with the question of “MOTIVE.” This will be most useful if | 

have a chpt. On this or use it



Notes w/ Marina Chpt. 

Areas covered in Chpt. That was never published. 

Featuring Marina as the WC’s Star Witness. .. 

---For 90 days under the regime of govt. close custody. . .w/ citizens generous 

financial SS$S in the mail . . . etc. 

---First three months after 11/22 she and children under the control of the 

govt. |t was clear to her that if she cooperated she would be rewarded.... 

This “arrangement” made clear to her w/ visit of Fred Harvey (re: check w/ 

Harvey and |lal’s records). . . from Immigration & Natural (pp. 6-8). Importanceof 

Harvey’s time w/ her... 

P. 8 Maria told Heitman that Lee had never been to Mexico. (See Clay’s doc. that 

Lee’s finger prints not on his alleged Mexican passport. .. Was Marina lying? Or 

was this the truth that the WC/FBI did not want to hear. . . 

Areas where she was “helpful” to WC/FBI: Lee and his rifle practice; She 

puts Lee in tne frame for the Walker shooting (pp. 11-12) and she draws Lee into 

an attempt on Nixon. . . w/ grave reservations from WC staffers about Marina’s 

credibility on the Walker and Lee’s skills with a rifle. . See. p/.12/-13 for Mosk’s 

skepticism. . . p. 13/14 more on Marina and spinning her tales re: Walker 

shooting. . F3! goes to lengths to tie LHO to the Walker shooting. PP. 16-17 

Marina and “he Nixon story (in league w/ Martin?) 

FBI and plan of surveillance on Marina once she moved into her own home. PP. 

20-22. 

pp. 27 to 29 deals with the question of “MOTIVE.” This will be most useful if | 

have a chpt. On this or use it


